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1. Tallinn, Estonia
With temperatures averaging minus 8C, the Estonian capital really is a place where
you can embrace the chill. Tallinn’s Old Town, one of Europe’s best-preserved
medieval centres, looks festive throughout, strung with fairy lights, sprinkled with
snow, echoing with candlelit carol concerts and hosting a Christmas market that
runs into January. Stay at Hotel L’Ermitage for city views from its Roof restaurant,
cosy drinks in its cellar bar and much-needed heat in its sauna. Then take a tour to
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the 50m-wide Jägala Waterfall, which freezes into a magical wall of ice.
Details Room-only doubles from £39 (lermitagehotel.ee). Fly to Tallinn

A Christmas market in Bolzano, Italy
AL A MY

2. Bolzano, Italy
Sitting pretty in the South Tyrol, Bolzano is the “Christmas Capital of Italy” —
think gluhwein and gingerbread aplenty. But it’s a great option all season thanks to
the new direct Sky Alps flights from Gatwick over the winter. Stay at the
Goldenstern, a historic townhouse transformed into a romantic retreat; amble along
Bolzano’s pastel-hued streets and visit the 5,000-year-old iceman Ötzi in the
archaeology museum. Also take a cable car for snowy Dolomites views, or
combine the city with skiing — Alta Badia’s slopes are a 90-minute drive away.
Details B&B doubles from £113 (goldenstern.it). Fly to Bolzano
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Leuven, Belgium
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3. Leuven, Belgium
Home to one of Europe’s most venerable universities, Leuven, near Brussels, has a
youthful buzz year-round, plus a Unesco-listed old quarter — the Great Beguinage
— that looks particularly pretty on crisp winter days. Leuven is also, amid stiff
competition, Belgium’s brewing capital. Warm your cockles at some of its 30-odd
breweries on a Leuven on Tap tour (£30; leuvenwalks.leuvenleisure.com) or at one
of the many bars along Oude Markt. Stay at the nearby Martin’s Kloosterhotel, a
converted 16th-century monastery with a fireplace in the cosy bar.
Details Room-only doubles from £108 (martinshotels.com). Take the train to
Brussels
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Grenoble, France
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4. Grenoble, France
Mix a city break with snow-capped summits in lively Grenoble. Mountains loom
down every avenue in the “Capital of the Alps”, while the cable car to Fort de la
Bastille offers views stretching to Mont Blanc. Escape inclement weather in
Grenoble’s eclectic museums — Musée Dauphinois for history; Le Couvent
Sainte-Cécile for comic books — and enticing cafés such as La Table Ronde, the
second-oldest in France, to feast on gratin dauphinois and tarte aux noix, made
with local walnuts. Hôtel 1924, a beautifully renovated Haussmannian home in the
bohemian Chorier-Berriat district, is a smart base.
Details Room-only doubles from £60 (1924hotel.com). Fly to Grenoble
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Warsaw, Poland
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5. Warsaw, Poland
With its frosty sheen and cheap vodka, Warsaw is a splendid festive-season pick.
The reconstructed Old Town is atmospheric, while a cellars trail gets you out of the
cold and explores subterranean buildings that survived the Second World War.
There are illuminations until Christmas, or head to Wilanow Palace and Park,
where the Royal Garden of Light trail runs until February. The ice rink by the
Soviet-era Palace of Culture and Science is open until March; opposite is the smart
InterContinental Warszawa, one of the city’s tallest buildings, with excellent views
from its cool top-floor pool.
Details Room-only doubles from £81 (warszawa.intercontinental.com). Fly to
Warsaw
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Christmas in Rouen, France
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6. Rouen, France
Head to Rouen, named a Unesco city of gastronomy last month, for a warming
foodie break. Eat at La Couronne, one of France’s oldest inns, and the new Café
Hamlet, opened in a former ossuary. Buy Normandaise goodies at St Marc Market
and sip mulled cider at heated terraces on Place du Vieux Marché. Highlights
include the mighty cathedral and the Museum of Flaubert and Medicine, where the
author was born in 1821 — bicentenary celebrations run until June. Stay on-theme
at the Hotel Gustave Flaubert, which has a snug library and Emma Bovary’s
boudoir.
Details Room-only doubles from £79 (hotelgustaveflaubert.com). Take the train to
Paris
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The Hardiman, Galway, Ireland

7. Galway, Ireland
If hibernation isn’t your style, go to Galway — the legendary live music scene here
doesn’t stop because it’s winter. Classic, cosy pubs — the Crane Bar, Tigh Coílí to
name but two — offer traditional tunes and warming whiskey year-round. The
bayside city also offers good eating, from Michelin-starred Aniar to Galway oyster
bars and the old market by St Nicholas’ Church. Stay at the Hardiman, a grand
Victorian pile on Eyre Square, visit sites such as the 16th-century Spanish Arch
and take a blustery walk along Salthill Promenade.
Details B&B doubles from £96 (thehardiman.ie). Fly to Knock
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The Blue Lagoon, Iceland
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8. Reykjavik, Iceland
Winter days are short and nippy in Reykjavik, but its bars remain buzzy, its
geothermal springs stay hot (visit the famed Blue Lagoon or vintage Sundhöllin
baths) and that darkness provides an ideal canvas against which to glimpse the
northern lights, most likely on a trip outside the city. The Reykjavik Edition, which
opened last month, is the fanciest new address — on the harbourside and next to
the iconic Harpa concert hall. Its seventh-floor Roof space, opening next month,
has views over the town and ocean.
Details Room-only doubles from £302 (preview rate until early next year, £405
thereafter; editionhotels.com). Fly to Reykjavik
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Hotel St George, Helsinki, Finland

9. Helsinki, Finland
Snow doesn’t stop play in the chilly winters of Finland’s seaside capital — it’s just
an excuse to huddle up with a glass of glögi (mulled wine), hit the sauna (try the
modern Löyly, on the waterfront), and snowshoe, skate and ski in the surrounding
wilderness. Hotel St George, in the heart of Helsinki, occupies a handsome 19thcentury building, but come here to admire the city’s architectural mix — from the
neoclassical Senate Square to the modernist Finlandia Hall and the Temppeliaukio
Rock Church — in winter’s delicate dusk-like light.
Details Room-only doubles from £168 (stgeorgehelsinki.com). Fly to Helsinki
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10. Belgrade, Serbia
Winter is arguably the best time to visit Belgrade, when its brutalist architecture is
softened by snow and its traditional kafanas — taverns where music and rakia flow
— seem extra appealing. Fuel up on hearty specialities such as pasulj (bean soup)
and cevapi (grilled meat) and wander around the frost-glittery fortress, the
Danube’s banks, the creative district of Savamala and buzzy Dorcol, one of
Belgrade’s oldest areas and home to Knez Mihailova, the main shopping street.
The last is where you’ll find the brutalist and art deco rooms of the new Hotel
Indigo, which opened in November.
Details Room-only doubles from £101 (ihg.com). Fly to Belgrade
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11. Berlin, Germany
Berlin is always cool, and winter is a good time to see it crowd-lite and more like a
local. To do this, focus on one neighbourhood such as multicultural Kreuzberg,
which is packed with thrift shops, brunch spots, artists’ workshops and cocktail
bars. Stay at hip Orania.Berlin, which has its own salon featuring near nightly
performances by Berlin musicians. Also check out the East Side Gallery and the
newly reopened Neue Nationalgalerie, take a stroll along the Spree, grab a
currywurst from legendary Curry36 and warm up with a glühwein or two.
Details Room-only doubles from £232 (orania.berlin). Fly to Berlin
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Boheme House, Kaunas, Lithuania

12. Kaunas, Lithuania
European Capital of Culture for 2022, Lithuania’s second city gets to showcase its
best bits next year, with events starting on January 22. For a suitably cultural and
cosy stay, try Boheme House, where eight chic, themed apartments channel the
spirit of the interwar years, when Kaunas, at the time the Lithuanian capital, was
known as Little Paris. Boheme is well placed for exploring the Old Town and
castle, tree-lined Laisves boulevard, the modernist buildings and the curious Devil
Museum. There are also plenty of snug cafés where you can fill up on strong
coffee and cepelinai (potato dumplings).
Details B&B apartments from £67 (bohemehouse.lt). Fly to Kaunas
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13. Ljubljana, Slovenia
Ljubljana’s storybook looks seem extra fairytale in winter, especially during
December, with the Christmas markets and creative light shows. But the medieval
Old Town is worth a visit all season. The family-run Lesar Hotel Angel is a
beautiful base, tucked beneath Castle Hill. From here you can explore by foot and
funicular, stopping often to refuel. Local favourites — Carniolan sausage, doughy
struklji, plentiful schnapps — will keep you warm, while dinner at Janez Bratovz’s
award-winning JB Restaurant will impress. Krvavec mountain, where you can ski,
snowshoe, night-sledge and more, is only 25km away.
Details B&B doubles from £117 (angelhotel.si). Fly to Ljubljana
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Lulea, Sweden

14. Lulea, Sweden
When the Bay of Bothnia freezes around the Lulea archipelago residents make the
most of it: a 10km-long ice road from North Harbour to Grasjaloren island opens
for walkers and skaters, with fire pits en route. Overlooking North Harbour, turnof-the-century Elite Stadtshotellet is the grandest base. From here sample the city’s
award-winning food scene (reindeer blood sausage with roasted winter apples,
anyone?), explore the Unesco-listed old Church Town of Gammelstad, or strike out
into the snowy wilderness and look for the northern lights.
Details B&B doubles from £93 (elite.se). Fly to Lulea via Stockholm
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15. Tromso, Norway
Above the Arctic Circle, amid snowy peaks and icy shores, Tromso is the ultimate
wintry city break — and is easy to reach, with Norwegian Air offering direct
flights from Gatwick. A lively university town, with its striking Arctic cathedral
and more pubs per capita than anywhere else in Norway, Tromso is sociable. But
it’s also excellent for aurora-chasing — take tours by van, boat and snowmobile, or
sleep in a glass-roofed hut. For a more central stay, the smart Scandic Ishavshotel
has harbour views and award-winning breakfasts.
Details B&B doubles from £155 (scandichotels.com). Fly to Tromso
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Winter is the best time to see Venice without the crowds
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16. Venice, Italy
In the winter months, over-touristed Venice is left largely to the locals, its alleys,
bridges and piazzas pleasingly unmobbed — even more so since cruise ships were
banned from entering its historic centre this summer. And although it can be chilly,
overcast and prone to floods, La Serenissima still looks atmospheric. Capture even
more city spirit by staying at Ca’ di Dio. Opened in October, this contemporarystyled retreat is set inside a 13th-century house at the entrance to the arty Arsenale
district; book a room overlooking the misty lagoon.
Details B&B doubles from £175 (vretreats.com). Fly to Venice
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17. Copenhagen, Denmark
Visit the Danish capital by January 2 and you’ll catch Tivoli Gardens, the world’s
second-oldest theme park, drenched in Christmas magic. Visit after, and
Copenhagen is still cool — not least during Vinterjazz (February 3-27). Bed down
at Villa Copenhagen, the height of eco-conscious Nordic chic; as well as covetable
rooms it has a sustainably heated outdoor pool. Then explore the frosty streets, try
the new GoBoat floating sauna and tuck into warming local specialities, from
porridge at Grod to salted waffles and schnitzel at Barr in waterside
Christianshavn.
Details Room-only doubles from £161 (villacopenhagen.com). Fly to Copenhagen
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18. Turin, Italy
Crisp days, an Alpine backdrop and a passion for chocolate dating from the 17th
century make Turin an ideal winter escape. Wrap up for walks along the river,
through the city and into art nouveau cafés serving indulgent bicerin (espresso,
chocolate and cream). Enjoy Turin’s aperitivo culture too, when bars lay on free
buffets with early evening drinks, before marvelling at the street illuminations of
Luci d’Artista (until January 9). The 1920s Grand Hotel Sitea is a classy choice, in
striking distance of the world-class Museo Egizio and many cioccolateria.
Details Three nights’ B&B from £598pp, including flights (kirkerholidays.com)
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19. Arras, France
Historic Arras, 40 minutes by train from Lille, is a pocket-sized delight, especially
on dark winter nights when the old Flemish centre looks particularly enchanting; in
December the Village de Noël adds extra atmosphere. Stay at Au Coeur D’Eden, a
1920s townhouse with five elegant rooms, then amble through the old streets,
indulge in pastries at Pâtisserie Thibaut and local wines at La Dame Jeanne, and
escape inclement weather in the Carrière Wellington. This network of First World
War tunnels has just launched a new, immersive visitor experience.
Details B&B doubles from £105 (au-coeur-eden.fr). Take the train to Lille
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20. Trondheim, Norway
Like many before you, make for Norway’s third-largest city: the key medieval
pilgrimage town, Trondheim. It has a magnificent gothic cathedral and charming
old neighbourhoods — especially hip Bakklandet and Midtbyen — now filled with
bars and restaurants, including three with Michelin stars. The city and wider
Trondelag region will be European Region of Gastronomy 2022. Winter is
postcard pretty, with frosty scenes and magical “blue hour” light bathing the
forests and fjord. Founded in 1870, the recently renovated Britannia Hotel is the
grandest address, with elegant rooms and a luxurious spa.
Details B&B doubles from £245 (britannia.no). Fly to Trondheim
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21. Riga, Latvia
ADVERTISEMENT

In Riga snow is virtually guaranteed. See its medieval Old Town and art nouveau
heritage a-sparkle, and head to Victory Park to cross-country ski. Darkness hours
are long, but all the better for sampling the Baltics’ best nightlife: tour Riga’s Beer
District, hunker down in underground bars with shots of black balsam (a local
speciality) and head to the Central Market, where zeppelin hangars now house
stalls, bars and a thrumming entertainment scene. The boho-luxe Grand Poet Hotel
is well placed, right by Bastion Hill.
Details Room-only doubles from £106 (grandpoet.semarahhotels.com). Fly to Riga
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22. Gdansk, Poland
Gdansk is brrrrrisk but beautiful in winter. It’s also a bargain, so you can stop for
as many hot chocolates, grzane piwo (warm spiced beers) and shots of goldflecked Goldwasser liqueur as you can manage. Stay at Gotyk House, a boutique
B&B in the city’s oldest tenement, wander through the pastel-hued Old Town, take
shelter from the weather in the European Solidarity Centre and the Amber
Museum, and enjoy the festive lights in Oliwa Park (which glitter until early
February). Then take the tram to seaside Sopot for some bracing Baltic air.
Details Room-only doubles from £47 (gotykhouse.eu). Fly to Gdansk
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23. Dublin, Ireland
Dublin doesn’t much care what the weather is doing. There’s plenty of
entertainment planned anyway, from a roisterous New Year’s Eve to TradFest
Temple Bar (January 26-30). Plus most of its “musts” are warmly tucked indoors:
Trinity College, Kilmainham Gaol, the National Museum, the many pubs . . . Take
a bracing stroll through Phoenix Park then settle into the 370-year-old Hole in the
Wall for a pint or two. The Alex is a top spot to stay, with stylish, generous-sized
rooms and a central location, well placed for the craic.
Details Room-only doubles from £148 (thealexhotel.ie). Fly to Dublin
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24. Antwerp, Belgium
To add proper sparkle to your winter break, make for Antwerp — more than 80 per
cent of the planet’s rough diamonds are traded in its famous diamond district.
Wrap up and explore other neighbourhoods too. Stay at boutique Hotel Julien, by
the cathedral, for easy access to the Old Town (its festive market runs until January
9). Go sales shopping in pedestrianised De Wilde Zee. At rejuvenated Eilandje you
will find dockside bars and striking architecture, including the MAS maritime
museum. And hit hip Het Zuid, home to irresistible cafés and the Museum of
Modern Art.
Details Room-only doubles from £150 (i-escape.com). Take the train to Brussels
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25. Madrid, Spain
Madrid is magical for the next few months, with fresh but sunny skies, cosy cave
bars and hearty specialities perfect for the season — don’t leave without trying
dishes such as cocido madrileno (stew), churros con chocolate and roast suckling
pig. If you are there on January 6, try to catch the Three Kings Parade. The familyowned Gran Hotel Ingles, the city’s oldest hotel, is perfect for grazing the narrow
streets, tapas bars and curious boutiques of the buzzy surrounding Barrio de las
Letras; it’s also near the matchless Prado Museum and Retiro Park, lovely for a
frosty stroll.
Details Room-only doubles from £420 (granhotelingles.com). Fly to Madrid
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